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The BlAck Book 

James Patterson 
trade paperback

How can you prove your innocence 
when you can’t remember the crime?

Being a cop runs in Billy Harney’s 
family. Left for dead alongside his  
tempestuous former partner and  
a hard-charging assistant district  
attorney out for blood, Billy  
miraculously survives.  
But he remembers nothing about the 
events leading up to the shootout.

Charged with double murder and 
desperate to clear his name, Billy  
retraces his steps to get to the bottom  
of what happened. When he discovers 
the existence of a little black book that 
everyone who’s anyone in Chicago will 
stop at nothing to get their hands on,  
Billy suspects it contains the truth that 
will either set him free … or confirm his 
worst fears. 

The ThirsT 

Jo Nesbo 
trade paperback

A woman is found murdered after an 
internet date. The marks left on her body 
show the police that they are dealing 
with a particularly vicious killer.

Under pressure from the media to find 
the murderer, the force know there’s only 
one man for the job. But Harry Hole is re-
luctant to return to the place that almost 
took everything from him. Until he starts 
to suspect a connection between this 
killing and his one failed case. 

When another victim is found, Harry 
realises he will need to put everything 
on the line if he’s to finally catch the one 
who got away.

DeAD To Me

lesley Pearse 
Paperback

When Ruby and Verity met as girls 
they came from different worlds.  
Verity was privately educated, living  
in a beautiful Hampstead home,  
while Ruby was being raised in  
extreme poverty. Nevertheless,  
they became firm friends. 

However, fortunes are not set  
in stone and soon the girls find their 
situations reversed. As Ruby goes up  
in the world, Verity encounters more 
and more tragedy, but still the girls  
remain a large part of each other’s 
lives. That is, until one day in 1938  
when Ruby says the terrible words 
‘You’re dead to me’ and it looks 
like their friendship might be over  
for good …

iNTo The WATer 

Paula hawkins 
trade paperback

Into The Water is an addictive novel  
of psychological suspense about the 
slipperiness of the truth, and a family 
drowning in secrets.

With the same propulsion that  
captivated millions of readers worldwide 
in her debut, The Girl on the Train, Paula 
Hawkins unfurls a gripping, twisting,  
layered story set in a small riverside 
town. Once again in Into The Water 
Hawkins demonstrates her powerful  
understanding of human instincts and 
the damage they can inflict.
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A TrAiTor iN The FAMilY

Nicholas searle 
trade paperback

Francis O’Neill is an IRA terrorist – and 
he will kill for the cause.

Gentleman Joe is his boss – and  
he wants power.

Liam is his brother – and he  
wants money.

Richard is the British intelligence  
officer – and he wants to recruit him. 

Bridget is his wife – and she wants 
to get out.

A Traitor in the Family is the story  
of a man who remains devoted to  
a cause, while everyone around him 
gives in to temptation …

Die lAsT

Tony Parsons 
trade paperback

As dawn breaks on a snowy February 
morning, a refrigerated lorry is found 
parked in the heart of London’s  
Chinatown. Inside twelve women,  
apparently illegal immigrants, are  
dead from hypothermia. But in the  
cab of the abandoned death truck,  
DC Max Wolfe of West End Central 
finds thirteen passports.

Twelve dead women. Thirteen 
passports.

The hunt for the missing woman  
will take Max Wolfe into the dark heart 
of the world of human smuggling, 
mass migration and 21st century  
slave markets. 

As Max discovers the ultimate fate 
of the woman who fell through the ice, 
he is forced to ask the question that 
haunts our time. What would you  
do for a home?

TWo FroM The heArT

James Patterson 
trade paperback

Two heart-warming tales about the power 
of a good story to open our eyes to life’s 
possibilities.

Anne McWilliams has lost everything.  
So she takes to the road to ask long lost 
friends and strangers a simple question: 
‘What’s your best story?’

Tyler Bron seemingly has it all. But he has 
no life. So he hires a struggling novelist to 
write one for him. But will Tyler Bron be  
able to write the happy ending himself?

The ThirD reel

sJ Naude 
Softcover

The year is 1986. While studying film  
in London, Etienne falls in love with  
a German artist. When Etienne finds  
the first of three reels of a film made  
by a Jewish production house in 1930s 
Germany, he goes in search of the two 
other parts. His search takes him to  
Berlin, and slowly the gripping story  
of a small group of Jewish film makers 
in Nazi Germany unfurls. When Etienne’s 
mother is diagnosed with cancer,  
he is pulled back to the present and  
to South Africa. But his search for  
the third reel continues.
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hoW NoT To hATe Your husBAND 
AFTer kiDs

Jancee Dunn 
trade paperback

How Not To Hate Your Husband After Kids 
tackles the last taboo subject of parenthood: 
the startling, white-hot fury that new  
(and not-so-new) mothers often have  
for their mates.

A hilariously candid account of one 
woman’s quest to bring her post-baby  
marriage back from the brink, with life-
changing, real-world advice.

oPTioN B 

sheryl sandberg 
trade paperback

After the sudden death of her husband, 
Sheryl Sandberg felt certain that she and  
her children would never feel pure joy again. 
Her friend Adam Grant, a psychologist at 
Wharton, told her there are concrete steps 
people can take to recover and rebound 
from life-shattering experiences. We are  
not born with a fixed amount of resilience.  
It is a muscle that everyone can build.

Option B combines Sheryl’s personal  
insights with Adam’s eye-opening research 
on finding strength in the face of adversity. 

The iNsiDe-ouT MAN 

Fred strydom 
Softcover

Jazz painist Bent lives in squalor in 
Observatory. After a gig one night, the 
enigmatic Leonard Fry offers him a vast 
sum of money to play at a private party. 
Bent accepts and duly plays the piano. 
After the guests have departed, Leonard 
Fry makes him a Faustian proposition: 
he, Leonard Fry, his appetites jaded by 
the pleasures his enormous wealth has 
afforded him, wants to undertake an 
experiment: he wants to lock himself in 
a bare room, containing only the most 
basic essentials, for a year.

Bent’s role in this endeavour would 
be to live in Fry’s mansion for the year, 
passing Fry three meals a day through 
a slot in the door, without any other 
interaction, even – especially – if he begs 
to be released.

When Bent locks Fry in the room, 
the strange trip begins. But there’s a 
mysterious stranger lurking outside the 
house, and Bent soon begins to wonder 
who the real subject of Fry’s bizarre 
experiment is.
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